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General Meeting Dates
by Clyde McMeans

October 22: Garth Clark--Lunar and Martian Rocks: How do you know that
rock is from the moon or from Mars? At least for moon rocks we have samples
brought back by the Apollo missions for comparison. For both the moon and

for Mars we have quite a bit of data from satellites and ground rovers. Rocks found in
Antarctica or the Sahara desert can be matched to this data on minerals, minerologic
ratios, isotope ratios, and rare earth element analysis to the known values from the
samples or data. Read more on this topic on p. 18.

November 26, 2013: Dr. Patrick Lewis--Driefontein is about 240 million years old
and is a freshwater lake deposit. It holds fossils of a variety of early reptiles called

President’s Message
by John Caldyne

YO! Rockhound! Yep I’m back at you again. It’s al-
most time for school to start, and I’m getting ready
to head that way—not to start school, but to go to

schools and  talk to the students. That’s my fun part of life.
This time I’ll be talking about HGMS—what it is, what its
members stand for, what we have to offer, and how it will
benefit them and the school. I will speak on Archeology,
Faceting, Lapidary, Paleo, Minerals, and Beading. The talk
will be on “A World of Treasures in your Lifetime.” I will go
to about eight schools—a junior high and high school mix,
plus colleges too.

I’m presently working on the possibility of moving our 2014 Show to the Berry Center;
we just can’t afford the Humble Civic Center next year. They have raised their price too
much (almost $24,000), and there is no room to expand if we want to add more dealers.
The Berry Center has plenty of room for expansion. We would have more room for our
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Purpose of  HGMS

The objectives of this Society are to promote the advancement of the knowledge
and practice of the arts and sciences associated with the collecting of rocks,
minerals, fossils, artifacts, and their identification and classification; the general lapi-

dary art; the collecting and identification of gemstones; the designing and execution of jewelry
or metalcraft; and to provide the opportunity to obtain, exchange, and exhibit specimens and
rough or finished materials.
Membership dues are $40 for an adult membership, $60 for a couple, $75 for a family (includ-
ing all children aged 5-18), $25 for a youth membership (ages 5-18), and $500 for an adult life
membership. Advertising rates: $70 for 2 months, ¼ page; $150 for  6 months, ¼ page.
MEMBER: American Federation of Mineralogical Societies & South Central Federation of
Mineral Societies.

All meetings are held at the Clubhouse which is located at 10805 Brooklet near the intersection
of Highway 59 (Southwest Freeway) and Sam Houston Parkway (Beltway 8). See the calendar
inside the back page for when the different Sections meet. The General Meeting is the fourth
Tuesday of each month at 7:30. The HGMS Web site address is http://www.hgms.org.
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Section displays, and we can add more dealers. Times have changed. We can no longer
be just a small group to ourselves. We must network and communicate with other
businesses and corporations, and that’s where I will be carrying HGMS this year on
into 2014.

Our new Archeology Chair now is Dr. Garth Clark. I will be working closely with Dr.
Clark on new projects.

I nominated Mr. Chase Jennings as our Public Relations Chair, a brand new office for
the HGMS, and his selection was approved at the August Board meeting. Mr. Jennings
has already proven himself to be an outstanding person for the job. I will be working
closely with him on many projects. So until I pick up another rock next time, ROCK N
ROLL, YOU ROCKHOUNDS.  J. Caldyne

Archosaurs, as well as many varieties of large amphibians. It is one of the few sites in
the world to record the terrestrial fauna of the early Triassic, a period that follows the
biggest extinction event in history -- the Permian extinction. My students and I have
been working at Driefontein for 4 years now, and we are beginning to get a better
understanding of the types of animals that survived the extinction in South Africa.

Program--continued from page 1

President--continued from page 1

The Miner—Nipomo, CA and Its Annual Rainbow of Gems Show
by John Anderson

Member of the Houston Gem & Mineral Society

The Miner’s Story this time is about the 46th Annual
Rainbow of Gems Show in Nipomo, California. It
was put on by the Orcutt Gem & Mineral Society

August 2 through 4, 2013. OGMS is a member of the CFMS
(California Federation Mineralogical Society).

I became friends with the Show chairman, Wes Lingerfelt,
about four years ago. Wes was the club president for a num-
ber of years, but he now concentrates his efforts in manag-
ing the club show. Wes has a great wife, Jeannie, who does
beautiful wire wrapping and bakes great pies for the club’s
big Saturday night Bar-B-Q and the show’s Snack Bar. This
Bar-B-Q is a very popular event, drawing crowds of club members and show attend-
ees. Nipomo has been having these gem shows for over 46 years, and this year they had
60 dealers from all parts of California and neighboring states. The variety of minerals
and material for the lapidary craftsman is so extensive, it would make any club proud.

What makes this club unique is that Nipomo has a long history of great, beautiful
plume agates and iris agates found just a short distance from where the show is held.
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What brought the Miner here in 1956 was the
mineral marcasite that is deposited in a flowery
pattern in agate. The Miner used to collect in
this area, but no longer does because the present
owner does not allow any rockhounds—this area
is now used for farming and for cattle. Some
material is still found in this area, but not in the
quantity like back in the early days.

The residents of the surrounding area near
Nipomo have kept alive the spirit of the great
days of this lapidary area by having a Rock Show
every year. The spirit of the club members is what
makes this club so successful in putting on a show. Unlike other shows, there is no
entrance fee to see the entire club members’ displays and to tour the dealers’ areas. The
show expenses are paid for in four different ways: dealers’ space rentals, tickets to a
drawing of lapidary items donated by club members, ticket sales for the Saturday night
Bar-B-Q, and by their Snack Bar. The prizes for these drawings are really great. They
are donated by club members and are not the usual drawing items. Sometimes there are
one-of-a-kind mineral specimens, plus lapidary finished stones, wire wrapped stones,
and some bolos. The chances are priced very reasonably, so the club members and
everyone attending the show buy many tickets. The club has only 30 active members,
so everyone in the club gets involved. But the club’s show is definitely spearheaded by
Wes and by his wife Jeannie, she of well-deserved pie-making fame.

The show dealers bring many different kinds of material found in California and in
other states: different types of jaspers, agates, obsidians, howlite, and rhodonite plus a
large variety of petrified wood. The dealers also bring some of the more expensive
lapidary materials such as lapis lazuli and Morrisonite.

My friend Matt Dillon and I went there for their three-day show this year and asked
different club members, “How does a club with only 30 members bring forth such a
good show?” The answers were varied, like most topics. I did get an agreement that
special thanks go to the existing President Wayne Mills, Debbie Hood the past presi-
dent, and her husband Bill. There are so many people who help bring this club’s show
to its conclusion, but the Miner was able only to make a rough estimate of the people
involved. But everyone that I talked to summed up the club’s success by saying in
unison that the only reason the club show is so successful is because of Wes Lingerfelt’s
and his faithful companion Jeannie’s tireless efforts.

Editor’s Note: Wes Lingerfelt has been judging the AFMS Web Site Contest since the
contest’s inception in 2009. He judges up to 21 top entries sent to him by all seven
regional federations.

The Miner, John A. Anderson
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The Best T. Rex in the World
by Neal Immega

Member of the Houston Gem & Mineral Society

The Houston Museum of Natural Science Paleo Hall is the best, and I can prove
it. My last article itemized the features that make the Triceratops the best large
dinosaur mount in the world. This article will extol the features that make the

real bone T. rex (Wyrex) the best in the world. Yes, she is better than the Field Museum’s
Sue.

First off, Wyrex is named
for the rancher in Mon-
tana, Don Wyrick. The
beast was found on his
ranch in Fallon County,
Montana. A team includ-
ing the folks from Black
Hills Geologic Institute,
the supplier of many of the
exhibits in our hall, exca-
vated the skeleton in
2004, and prepared and
mounted the bones.
Preparation was slow;
some of the bones were
encased in siderite, and
there was pyrite to deal
with as well.

This article is going to concentrate on just the new things you will see on this mount.
For a detailed look at T. rex, please find my previous article in the Guild archives on
the library of the volunteer Web site (www.hmnsvolunteers.org) or go directly to the
article at http://www.hmnsvolunteers.org/HomePage/Trex.pdf

Complete T. rex hand: The usual fate of a dead
dinosaur is to be eaten and its bones scattered, so
finding one with undisturbed appendages is ex-
tremely rare. Now every child knows that carni-
vores have either three fingers like Allosaurus or
two fingers like T. rex, but thanks to Wyrex, we
have learned that is WRONG. He (being smaller
than Sue = male) was found with an undisturbed
hand—first one ever—with a partial 3rd finger.
Dr. Bakker’s label speculates that the little finger
might have been used during courtship. How does
a smaller gentleman T. rex go about getting a

Wyrex, the best T. rex

Hand with 2-and-a-half  fingers
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larger lady T. rex (with a mouthful of 6 inch fangs) in the mood? Very carefully.

Tail: Look at the picture of Wyrex, and you will see that the tail is incomplete. Paleon-
tologists are always finding incomplete specimens, and they are skilled at finding simi-
lar bones elsewhere to fill out the missing parts. It is very significant that the Black
Hills Institute did not make this skeleton complete. This is the way they found it. Let’s
look at the tip of the tail. You can see it better in my picture than in the hall.

It is usual for the tail of a dead
dinosaur to be eaten by scaven-
gers, but I suspect that did not
happen here. Note that the tail
was severed not between verte-
brae but THROUGH a vertebra.
No scavenger would have
enough power to do that. Well,
maybe another T. rex could bite
off the tail in this fashion. The
real question is whether the bite
was done while Wyrex was alive.
I cannot tell if there is any heal-
ing of the wound. The label (writ-
ten by Dr. Bakker) says that the
truncated tail does not show any
healing, but I wonder if the wound
could have been survivable. David
Temple says that tail segment on
the skeleton is a replica, and that
he is going to mount the actual tail
on the wall next to Wyrex so we
can see it better. I have found two
videos of living large alligators on
the Web with their tails bitten off,
so maybe Wyrex survived his
tailectomy.

http://tinyurl.com/kgzg9vq

http://tinyurl.com/lkrd4kv

With the only complete hand plus a tail showing aggression between T. rexes, our
skeleton is the BEST. I am looking forward to getting the tail mounted on the wall
where we can see it better!

And, wait! One more thing—we’ve got some SKIN in the game. Wyrex was found
with skin impressions, and we can look forward to having that mounted as well.

See, told ya! It is the BEST and getting better.

The damaged Wyrex tail--above and below

Photo taken in 2008 while the skeleton was
being worked on at the Black Hills Institute
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Some of the First American Fossils
to be Figured in Scientific Literature1

by Albert J. Robb III
Member of the Houston Gem & Mineral Society

1This is an expanded and updated version of a short essay published by the author in
1988 (Robb, 1988).

Fossilized remains of animals from North America are known to have been rec-
ognized and collected by pre-Columbian Indians at least a thousand years ago
(Bedini, 1985), and American fossils are documented to have reached European

naturalists as early as the beginning of the sixteenth century (Ball, 1941; Simpson,
1942). According to Ray (1987), who derived much of his information from the nu-
merous works of others in the field of paleomalacology, Historiea sive Synopsis Me-
thodical Conchyliorus by Martin Lister is the uncontested source of the first figured
fossils from the “new world.” This tome was first published in 1685, although that
edition contained no citations of American fossil forms. As subsequent editions were
published, additional species were added to the volume, and it is in these later editions
(Lister, 1685-92) that fossils from America were first described and illustrated.

It was popularly believed that the gastropod Ecphora quadricostata was the first Ameri-
can fossil to figure in a scientific work. This in part influenced its adoption as the
official state fossil shell of Maryland in 1984 (Conkwright, 1994). However, the first
illustrated reference to an American fossil appeared in the 1687 edition of Martin List-
ers’ Historiae Conchyliorus, and actually belonged to the bivalve (pelecypod) now
known as Chesapecten jeffersonius (Say, 1824) (Fig. 1). The edition for the following
year, 1688, included the second American fossil to be figured, the bivalve (pelecypod)
now known as Mercenaria corrugata (Lamarck, 1818) (Fig. 2A). Both the Chesapecten
and Mercenaria figured by Lister were recovered from the Yorktown Formation of
Virginia. It was not until almost a century later, in the updated edition of Martin List-
ers’ Historiae Conchyliorus published by William Huddesford (1770), that there was a
reference and figure attributed to the gastropod Ecphora (Fig. 2B).

It is doubtful that the specimen illustrated in 1770 would be assigned to Ecphora
quadricostata under currently accepted nomenclature since it is described as having
been recovered from the marls of Maryland and is believed to have originated from
Calvert County. The gastropod E. quadricostata is not present in the Maryland Mi-
ocene according to Wilson (1987), who documented the stratigraphic and geographic
distribution of the genus Ecphora globally. He documented that Ecphora from the
Maryland Miocene, formally believed to be Ecphora quadricostata, exhibits signifi-
cant variations from this Virginian form, and he proposed the new species name Ecphora
gardnerae Wilson, 1987. This resulted in the subsequent re-designation of Ecphora
gardnerae as the official Maryland state fossil shell in 1994 (Conkwright, 1994). If the
specimen figured in 1770 was in fact from the Calvert County region of Maryland, it
should now likely be considered to be E. gardnerae. Unfortunately, none of these
specimens figured in the Historiea sive Synopsis Methodical Conchyliorus can now be
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located in any depository to allow further study.

The report in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London of fossil
ray tooth plates (Aetobatis sp.) from Maryland by Sir Hans Sloane in 1697 (Fig. 3) is
considered the first published illustration of a vertebrate fossil from America (Ray,
2001). At a time when the nature of fossils as the remains of ancient or extinct animals
was not universally accepted, the brief report by Sloane (1697) used a “comparative
anatomy” approach, as demonstrated in his figure, to deduce the identity of these ray
fossils that were considered by some to be bits of petrified mushrooms. According to
Ray (2001:7), the approach demonstrated by Sloan is an example of the scientific
advancements enabled by the age of enlightenment and reason, and became the
“… cornerstone of the Royal Society.” The actual specimens that were illustrated are
still preserved in a combination of the Founders Specimen Collection at the British
Museum of Natural History and in the Woodward Collection at Cambridge University
(Thackray, 1994). In 1708, Johann Jacob Scheuchzer published the second and third
illustrations of American vertebrate fossils (Scheuchzer, 1708). These were a portion
of a small cetacean atlas vertebrae from the Miocene of Maryland (Fig. 4A) and an
incomplete tooth of Carcharodon megalodon (Agassiz, 1843) from river lag deposits
in what is now South Carolina (Fig. 4B). Research by Ray (2001) indicates that both of
these specimens are still preserved in the Paleontological Museum at the University of
Zurich.

Interest in paleontology flourished in colonial America with involvement by such early
American statesmen as George Washington, Benjamin Franklin, and most notably
Thomas Jefferson (Bedini, 1985; Gilette, 1976). This interest fueled a trend in geo-
logical and paleontological expeditions and in surveys to the west of the original colo-
nies, including the fabled 1803 Meriwether Lewis and William Clark expedition after
the Louisiana Territory acquisition and William Clark’s 1807 collecting foray to Big
Bone Lick, Kentucky, which was then one of Virginia’s western territories. Thomas
Jefferson had a great interest in fossils of the Pleistocene megafaunas, and he had a
strong belief in the existence of a “great American fauna” including these animals
living in the western United States (Gilette, 1976). Much to his disappointment, Lewis
and Clark never did find living examples of this illusory fauna, but they did amass a
large collection of fossils to include a large sample of mastodon (Mammut americanus)
specimens, then referred to as the “American mammoth,” for Jefferson (Bedini, 1985).
Incidentally, as a loosely-related side note of trivia, an early mastodon relative (Stegodon
ganesa) is the first fossil or prehistoric animal to have ever been depicted on a postage
stamp by any country. It appeared on an Indian postage stamp to commemorate the
centenary of the Geological Survey of India in 1951 (Fig. 5). In this paper I have
attempted to discuss just a few of the many interesting facts associated with early
American paleontology. There are still many more fascinating historical facts related
to American paleontology that remain to be showcased.
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Refreshments Scheduled for the HGMS General Meetings in 2013

We have a donation jar—the “Sabre Tooth Kitty”—where members may make
a contribution to help defray the cost of refreshments. So please remember to
feed the ”Kitty” while helping yourself to some sweet or savory snacks.

Figure

Continued on page 12

Figure 1. Image of the first published illustration of an American fossil to be figured
in a scientific work, now known as Chesapecten jeffersonius (Say, 1824). From
Ray (1987:4, Fig. 2), who reproduced from the 1770 Huddesford Edition the plate
first published by Lister in 1687, plate 167.
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Figure 2. Images of some of the earliest American fossils to be figured in a scientific
work. A. Mercenaria corrugata (Lamarck 1818), from Ray (1987:5, Fig. 3), who
reproduced from the 1770 Huddesford Edition the plate first published by Lister in
1688, plate 499; B. Ecphora sp. (now considered E. gardnerae Wilson, 1987), from
Ray (1987:3, Fig. 1), who reproduced from the 1770 Huddesford Edition, plate 1059,
fig. 2.

Figure 3. Image of the first
published illustration of a
vertebrate fossil from
America. In the illustration
for his paper concerning
fossil ray teeth from
Maryland, Sir Hans Sloane
depicts modern ray
mouthplates in figures 1-6
for comparison to the fossil
species he described from
Maryland in figures 7-14
(from Ray, 2001:8, fig. 3,
who reproduced from
Sloane, 1697).
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Figure 4. Images of some of the earliest American vertebrate fossils to be figured in a scientific
work. A. Partial cetacean atlas vertebrae from the Miocene of Maryland (from Ray, 2001:10,
fig. 5a, who reproduced from Scheuchzer, 1708); B. Partial tooth of Carcharodon megalodon
from South Carolina (from Ray, 2001:11, fig. 6a, who reproduced from Scheuchzer, 1708).

Figure 5. The first postal stamp depicting a fossil or extinct animal, an Indian 2a stamp (Scotts
catalog #232) issued in 1951 to commemorate the centenary of the Geological Survey of India
(photo by author from personal collection).

Rock Playing Cards
Via MOROKS 07/2013, via El Gambrisino, 7-8/2013,

via Rocky Mountain Federation News 9/2013

K ingsley North (www.kingsleynorth.com) has a line of min
eral and rock playing cards available. Very reasonably priced
at $5.95 a deck, they look to be a fun way to spice up your Texas Hold Em,

Rummy, or how about Cribbage??? Look for items #2-0126 and #2-0053. You can play
all of your favorite card games while studying rocks and minerals. Each card in this
standard deck features its own photo, helping you to become acquainted with the names
of each rock specimen. Learning has never been so much fun.
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SCFMS Convention and 2013 Bulletin Editors’ Contest Results
by Phyllis George

HGMS Webmaster and Newsletter Editor

The SCFMS Annual Show was held in Bossier City, Louisiana, this past
weekend (August 16–18), and Clyde McMeans, Karen Burns, and I attended.

Clyde served as the official representative of HGMS during the SCFMS Annual Meet-
ing Saturday afternoon. A few items addressed during that meeting and included in the
official minutes were:

 The SCFMS has thirty five (35) active clubs with a total of 3,675 members.

 Phyllis George volunteered to do the editing and proofing of the newly revised
SCFMS Constitution/Bylaws. Once it is finalized, it will be included on the SCFMS
Web site.

 Thirty (30) clubs with a total of 3293 members are participating in the SCFMS
insurance program.

 The 2014 SCFMS show will be hosted by the Baton Rouge Gem & Mineral Soci-
ety August 9–10. In 2015, The Austin Gem & Mineral Society will be hosting both
the AFMS and SCFMS Annual Meeting and show.

Clyde, Karen, and I all enjoyed looking at the dealers’ wares, and it was wonderful
seeing people whom I had not seen for about three years. Clyde and I attended the
Breakfast with the Editors and Webmasters Saturday morning. The main business of

the Breakfast was the presentation of the
certificates and plaques won in the 2013
SCFMS Bulletin Editors’ Contest, and I
awarded a 1st place plaque and four cer-
tificates to the Web sites entered in the
SCFMS Web Site Contest. (The HGMS
Web site cannot enter that contest while I
am the Chair of that contest.) HGMS came
away with nineteen certificates and nine
plaques in the Bulletin Editors’ Contest.
Plaques are given for the top three places
in each category, and those entries were
forwarded to the AFMS judges. The
AFMS results will be announced Septem-
ber 22 during the AFMS/SFMS annual
show in Jacksonville, Florida.

Photo shows Phyllis with Ray
Duplechain, Chair of the SCFMS

Bulletin Editors' Contest, picking up
trophies that "fell" off the cart.
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SCFMS 2013 Bulletin Editors’ Contest Rankings
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The Needful Way
by Edward Clay

Member of the Houston Gem & Mineral Society

Tiger Eye is defined, Then there are feldspars
parallel fine lines the materials such as
either straight, sunstone, moonstone,

curved, or even wavy. Labradorite, or spectrolite,
It can create the eye effect These can be hard metallic flashes
With fine multiple eyes coppery or red,
almost cloth patterns, or soft white glows.
or depending on the type, Then, there’s almost electric colors
color of background, in mixed groupings or broad areas
lightning on a dark sky. of purples, blues, greens

or even golden colors.

Opal. Finally,  Crystal structure
While generally consistent defined both outwardly, internally
can be sometimes that brings forth white lines crossing
harder to show           to form asterisms.
all the colors it actually has Stars to see
as it can vanish when the light hits them.
almost as soon as it appears The materials
when worked. asterisms are found in

a range
Fire Agate, from near the hardest existing
For all it’s a durable to lesser intractable ones.
Brightly polishing material Polishing hard and bright
can be most elusive in rainbow colors.
as the bright flash of color
against the dark surround, This is the magic
Provided  in these rocks
there are no intrusive bubbles I perceive as gemstones.
of matrix dross. The adventure
or the curved layers of chasing such effects,
that hold the bright fires such colors, is wonderful to discern
like wisps in the night the way of them,
can fade into dark depths the needful orientation
requiring great skill to display the beauty there.
with special tools
to bring them forth.
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More from Frank Dickson
August 18, 2013

Member of the Houston Gem & Mineral Society

To the Backbenders' Gazette: Your article by Aletha Hoogeterp (Crystal Forma-
tion, July 2013 BBG) is very interesting, and something I professionally have
thought about a lot. It reminded me of my history. Actually, it was as a soldier in

China in World War II in the 1940s when I was not a mineralogist, but my three broth-
ers were avid rock hounds. During strolls, I noticed gray clear crystals lying on the
ground, and I sent a sackful to my brothers.

The whole crystals turned out to be alpha quartz, the low-temperature form of SiO2
silica minerals. Crystals of alpha and beta quartz and of K-feldspars in ore deposits
and granitic rocks are still of interest to me. I reacted quartz with aqueous solution at
high temperatures and found that surfaces coated with hydrated silica compounds take
long times to dissolve away. Quick cooling retained the surfaces coated with layers of
chalcedony found in agates, geodes, etc. Most crystals grow attached and cannot be
entire. Even so, they make such beautiful aggregates mounted on surfaces. Whole crystals
need feeding from all directions. Silica dispersed in limey sediments in China, on heat-
ing, diffused to nucleation sites scattered in the whole rock.

Unfortunately I have no photos of China quartz. I have many photos of granites with
crystals of orthoclase and of beta quartz that weather out whole. Papoose Flat-type
crystals that grew under stress in large volumes of rocks were fed from rocks from all
directions. While they grew, orthoclase included tiny minerals arranged as hour glasses.
Orthoclase crystals are tough, having annealed in stress, which is why they weather out
whole—unusual for feldspars. Most feldspars fall apart along cleavages and twin part-
ings. I struck orthoclase crystals parallel to the K-feldspar prominent cleavage and got
powder. Growing in stress makes them crooked and rounded. Crooked crystals hon-
estly betray their weird origin. I have tons of crooked orthoclase.

These are not
only crooked, but
show itty bitty
crystals growing
on rough surfaces
left sticking out
when the stress
ceased, and tiny
cavities where
they fell out. On-
set and release of
stress is quick
compared to
changes in tem-
perature, pres-
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sure, and composition.

 These are recrystal-
lized, ancient 500-
million year old
Cambrian quartzites
about three feet
from granite where
temperature was
maybe 600oC. Gray
c r a c k l e d
bipyramind of
quartz on upper left,
and crooked ortho-
clase stained red for
barium rich layers.

Frank Dickson,
Emeritus Professor,
Geochemistry,
University of Ne-
vada, Reno, Nevads
Retired to Texas:
2228 Seawall Blvd., Apt. 511, Galveston, TX 77550
Ph: 409 770-0390 dicksonfwgranite@gmail.com

Quartz and orthoclase crystals in 70-million year
old Papoose Flat pluton and contact

metamorphosed country rocks.

How Do You Know That Rock Is from the Moon Or from Mars?
by Garth Clark

Member of the Houston Gem & Mineral Society

For the upcoming October General Meeting, I will be doing a talk on lunar and
Martian rocks. I will also have, as the door prize, a lunar rock--most likely a
sample of lunar breccia.

Usually one of the first questions I am asked is, “How do you know that rock is from
the moon or from Mars? Looks like just a rock to me.” At least for moon rocks we have
samples brought back by the Apollo missions to compare. For both the moon and for
Mars we have quite a bit of data from satellites and ground rovers. Rocks found in
Antarctica or the Sahara desert can be matched to this data on minerals, minerologic
ratios, isotope ratios, and rare earth element analysis to the known values from the
samples or data.

For example most moon or Mars rocks are igneous or volcanic in origin. They contain
gas pockets which can be analyzed. Volcanic rocks from Earth have gas pockets with a
very different mix of gases than those from the moon or Mars. Each tends to reflect the
atmosphere of the host body, so Earth gas pockets tend to be high N(itrogen), high
O(xygen) with trace CO2, while Martian gas pockets have high CO2, low N, low argon,
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and only trace O. You can further analyze the ratio of two isotopes of argon—argon 36
and argon 38. This ratio is very different between Mars at around 3.5 and Earth at 5.2.
I could do similar ratios for carbon and oxygen isotopes, not only in the gases, but in
the minerals too. “Gas pockets” on lunar samples are often empty but are surrounded
by KREEP, a unique lunar mix of K(potassium), REE (rare earth elements), and
P(phosphorus). That doesn’t happen on Earth or Martian samples. Also the ratio of
potassium isotopes will be different.

Olivine and pyroxene are common volcanic minerals. The ratio of iron oxide to man-
ganese oxide in the minerals pyroxene and olivine are very different for the moon,
Mars, and Earth. Ratios and concentration of O17 and O18 are distinct between Mars
and the earth, but match between the earth and moon. The ratio of calcium oxide to
magnesium oxide, the levels of iridium, the proportion of lanthanum in rare earth ele-
ments, and a host of other measures are all different and can be used to determine from
which heavenly body a rock sample came. With a little diligence and some lab time
confirming a few of these, it is usually obvious where a sample came from.

Day Light Section
August 12 Program
by Margo Bedman

Tom Wright gave great information on the function of the lathe and the rules of use of
the club machine (after one has completed mandatory training and has learned the
safety requirements). It is a great machine, but misuse can damage equipment and
injure the operator. He stressed that training is mandatory, and anyone wanting to learn
must set up an appointment through the shop supervisor.

August Day Light Section presentation on
the use of a lathe by Tom Wright.

Photo by Margo Bedman
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The Surprising Richness of Texas Archeology
by Dr. Garth Clark

Member of the Houston Gem & Mineral Society

Every field trip has the excitement of the unknown and the unexpected. On a
normal fall day in 1980, I was searching for marine fossils in the Barton Springs
Austin area. I found some turrilites and gryphae, but I also found an arrowhead.

That was my introduction to Texas archeology. I thought that it would be pretty much
just about arrowheads, but I was wrong. Now I know there is a whole world of Texas
archeology sites including Spanish exploration and mission sites, early settler sites,
urban archeology, shipwrecks, and Civil War sites. The discoveries of new sites and
unknown prehistoric cultures in Texas are rewriting the history of North America. Texas
archeology begins with the Paleo-Indians and I will focus here on paleoarcheology, or
generally archeology sites predating the arrival of Columbus.

The Clovis people appeared around 13,500 years ago as the last ice age was winding
down. They left a very typical type of point known as a Clovis point, with bifacial
percussion flaked sides and a nice central flute extending about 40% up the point’s
body. Clovis points are some of the most sought-after and valuable arrowheads. Three
of the best places in the country to find Clovis points are right here in Texas and
include McFadden Beac—right here on the upper Texas coast between Galveston and
the Louisiana border, Lake Lewisville just north of Dallas, and the Gault site in central
Texas. More Clovis points have been found in Texas than in any other state.

For many years historians and archeologists thought that
the Clovis culture was the first to arrive in North America,
but discoveries in Texas are changing that view. At the
Gault site and the Buttermilk Creek complex near Killeen
Texas, large outcroppings of Edwards chert provide good
material to manufacture stone tools. Diggings in 1998
found evidence of occupation over a period of thousands
of years, all the way back to the Clovis culture. At first
the archeologists stopped—everyone knew that Clovis
was the end, and there was no need to dig deeper. But for
the first time in North America, a continuous record of
human occupation bridging Clovis and pre-Clovis was
found at one site when hundrds of artifacts were found
documenting thousands of years of a human presence,

all before the Clovis people arrived. The evidence of human occupation at the site now
stretches back over 15,000 years.

Texas can also claim the oldest known jewelry from North America, a 14,000-year old
polished piece of hematite. The oldest known evidence of domesticated dogs in North
America comes from a Texas cave along the Rio Grande. Other rock shelters and caves
along the Rio Grande have artifacts with dates from 12,000-18,000 years ago. The
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Archeology Section Minutes
September 5, 2013

by Garth Clark

The Archeology Section met on our usual first Thursday of the month. We dis-
cussed plans for a talk on Neolithic floods for the October 3 meeting. Many
cultures around the world have myths of a catastrophic flood. Geologic evi-

dence now points to a number of sudden floods which inundated huge areas in the
Baltic, the Arabian Peninsula, the British Isles, and North America as ice sheets re-
treated and global sea levels rose. New advances in underwater archeology are discov-
ering evidence of these heretofore unknown civilizations still hidden under the waves.

For our December 5 meeting, we will have a program on some of the amazing findings
at Yin XU, one of the oldest capitals of China. Robert Moore and Nancy Engelhardt-
Moore have visited the site and will have pictures and insights into this World Heritage
site which has yielded the oldest known Chinese writing as well as the Chinese equiva-
lent of King Tut’s tomb, the tomb of Lady Hao.

We had a very nice example of Caddoan pottery from John Hart and a nice assemblage
of archaic 2000–5000 year old San Marcos and Montell points collected over many
years in central Texas.

Robert and Nancy Engelhardt-Moore brought a very nice assemblage of well-preserved
silver Roman surgical tools, including spatulas, probes, scalpels, and a nice working
blood vessel clamp. I really liked these, and their quality and preservation put my
bronze instruments to shame.

Nancy Engelhardt-Moore showed a museum-quality gold crescent moon Goddess Luna
pendant. The pendant was not only of excellent craftsmanship, but also had a glass
“jewel,” a very expensive statement in 1st century Rome when glass was a recent inven-
tion.

prehistoric Lower Pecos culture left hundreds
of rock paintings including the 4,000-year old
White Shaman rock shelter in the Big Bend area.
There are also pictograms in the Hueco Tanks
area.

Many of these findings have occurred in just the
last 20 years. Aerial mapping, new dating tech-
nology, remote sensing technologies, and MRI
analysis of finds make this an exciting time for
archeology in Texas with the number of known
sites doubling and many of those are still unex-
plored.
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General Meeting Minutes
August 27, 2013

by Michele Marsel, HGMS Secretary

The meeting was called to order at 7:33 p.m.

SCFMS Bulletin Awards: Phyllis George announced the winners from the 2013
SCFMS Bulletin Editor’s Contest. She distributed plaques and certificates to

winners present at the meeting. See page 15 in the 2013 October BBG for the complete
list of winners.

Prior Month General Meeting Minutes: Karen Burns moved and Gary Tober sec-
onded that the July 2013 General Meeting minutes be approved as published in the
September 2013 BBG. The motion passed unanimously.

Show and Tell:

 Karen Burns passed around several samples of copper that had been textured
using Day Light Section’s new tube wringer.

 John Anderson showed a sample from his recent trip to Nipoma, CA where he
learned about new pegmatite find. John was not able to personally visit the
site, but did purchase some of the material.

 Steve Blyskal showed off his 65th birthday gift – a sterling bolo with a cutout
lightening design. Blyskal means lightening in Polish.

Announcements: Mary Ann Mitscherling reminded those present about the ongoing
silent auction of items in the large display cabinet at the back of the meeting room. The
auction will close at 7:30 p.m. on September 24, 2013 at the start of the General Meet-
ing. Mary Ann also announced an upcoming order of copper, silver and gold wire from
Hagstoz. Sheet and casting grain may also be ordered. Mary Ann plans to place the
order on September 25, 2013, so please contact her if you want to be included.

Drawing: David Hawkins conducted the door prize drawing. Karen Burns was the
door prize winner. She took home a polished agate and gold colored jeweler’s loupe.

Business: There was no business to present during the meeting.

Program: Inda Immega, Houston Museum of Natural Science Master Docent, pre-
sented a slideshow on the Museum’s Hall of Egypt exhibit. This is HMNS’ newest
permanent exhibit. The presentation concentrated on lapidary and carving materials in
Ancient Egypt. Inda also included slides of some of the items on loan from other
museums. The Egypt exhibit displays will rotate periodically with items on loan from
other collections. It is a very large exhibit and is included in the price of museum
admission.

Adjourn: Michele Marsel moved and Clyde McMeans seconded that the meeting be
concluded. The motion passed unanimously and the meeting was adjourned at
8:45 p.m.
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Board of Director’s Meeting
September 3, 2013
by Michele Marsel

Call to Order: The meeting was called to order at 7:30 p.m. with a quorum of 10
Board members present.

Previously Published Board Minutes: Gary Tober moved and Clyde McMeans sec-
onded the motion to approve the July 2013 Board Meeting minutes as published in the
September 2013 BBG. The motion passed unanimously.

Treasurer’s Report: Rodney Linehan e-mailed financial updates in advance of the
meeting to all Board members.

Officer, Committee, and Section Reports

Archaeology Section: Bill and Nancy Moore will give a program on Chinese archeol-
ogy at the December meeting. In September, meeting topics will be the archaeology of
Spanish and old West Texas treasures. A field trip to McFaddin Beach is being dis-
cussed.

Beading Section: Members made wonderful earrings at the August meeting, and a
new member joined the group.

Day Light Section: The Section’s new metal folding machine will be demonstrated at
the September meeting using thin copper foil.

Education Committee: A wire wrapping class taught by Charlie Fredregill is planned
to begin Sunday, September 15, 2013. It will be a 3-hour class for 3 weeks with a 2:00
p.m. start time. Jim Kendall is working on updating education information for the
HGMS Web site.

Faceting Section: There was light attendance at the last meeting.

Lapidary Section: Two wire wrap projects will be presented at the September meet-
ing. Karen Burns will teach her bezel wrap technique, and Mary Ann Mitscherling will
teach a beginner wrap for a 30 x 40 cabochon. The missing Lapidary R.O.L.E. Plaque
and Case have been found in the HGMS Library. The contents of the case are believed
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to be in a box that was moved to the Lapidary offsite storage.

Mineral Section: Specimen boxes for school samples were assembled at the last meet-
ing. The September 4, 2013 meeting will mark our Section’s return from the dimin-
ished summer schedule back to our twice-monthly meetings.

Outreach Committee: John Caldyne, Neal Immega, and Chase Jennings have a trip
planned for September 8, 2013 to College Station to talk to students at the Texas A&M
Library.

Paleo Section: Neal Immega presented more of his Canadian vacation photos includ-
ing a fossil site and museum. Paleo field trips are planned for September and October
2013. Mike Dawkins will publish details through the HGMS e-mail distribution list.

Publicity Committee: No report.

Show Committee: The postcard labeling party is scheduled at the HGMS Clubhouse
for September 28, 2013, starting at 10:00 a.m. with lunch following the labeling. Post-
cards will be ordered this week. The next Show Committee meeting is scheduled for
September 10, 2013.

Youth Section: Twenty-one youth attended the last meeting, and all are working on
cabochons for our Show. Clyde McMeans noted that we are the largest club in the
SCFMS, and he believes that we have the largest youth group as well.

BBG Editor and Webmaster: Certificates and plaques were handed out to SCFMS
Bulletin Editor’ Contest winners at the August 25, 2013 General Meeting. Remaining
plaques and certificates are in the HGMS office for distribution. Phyllis George has
been notified that we have members who ranked in the top five or top ten in their
categories in the AFMS contest. In the top five: The BBG, Jackson Skubal for Junior
Articles, Terry Proctor for Poetry, and Karen Burns for Adult Articles. In the top 10:
Mark Villanueva for Features, and Neal Immega and Mark Villanueva for their Ad-
vanced Adult Articles.

Old Business

 2013 Nominating Committee: The following nominating committee members
are confirmed: Phyllis George (Lapidary), Sigrid Stewart (Minerals), Terry Proc-
tor (Archaeology), and Neal Immega (Paleo). Board Representatives for Beading,
Day Light, and Faceting Sections were asked to finalize their Sections’ nominat-
ing committee member as soon as possible for announcement at the September
24, 2013 General Meeting.

 Bylaws Update: Michele Marsel conducted a review of all proposed changes to
the Bylaws and the HGMS Articles of Incorporation. Motions documenting each
change to the Bylaws are incorporated in the official copy of the Board-approved
Bylaws changes and will be posted in the Board Minutes Record Book with these
meeting minutes. Changes to the Articles of Incorporation were similarly reviewed.
Pete Stassi moved and Garth Clark seconded to accept changes to the Articles of
Incorporation as documented during the Board Meeting. The motion passed unani-
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mously, and the updated Articles also will be posted on the HGMS Web site for
member review prior to an acceptance vote at the October 22, 2013 General Meet-
ing.

 2014 Dues: Mary Ann Mitscherling now has the required information on mem-
bership and will prepare a comparison of options to be sent via e-mail to all Board
members prior to the October 1, 2013 Board Meeting.

 New Show Venue: Michele Marsel gave an update on the 2014 price quote from
Humble Civic Center. No new information was available on the Berry Center, and
John Caldyne is still waiting to find out if the Berry Center main Arena can be
available to us for Sunday of our 2014 show weekend should we have our show at
that location.

 Safety: Jim Kendall informed John Caldyne that he is bowing out of any involve-
ment with the camera system arrangements as he feels he is not knowledgeable
enough in this area. Jim also noted his concern that the $1,000 approved by the
Board probably will not be nearly enough to do the job. The team working on this
was reminded that if the final system cost is significantly higher than approved, it
needs to be reviewed again by the Board before any commitment or purchase can
be made. Mike Dawkins offered to check with a contact of his for recommenda-
tions.

Club Renovations: No
update—estimates are
still needed.

Ceiling Tile Replace-
ment: The stained ceiling
tiles in the main meeting
room have been replaced
by Clyde McMeans.
Thank you, Clyde!

New Business: No new
business was presented.

Adjourn: Pete Stassi
moved and Jillynn Hailes
seconded the motion to
conclude the meeting.
The motion passed unani-
mously, and the meeting
was adjourned at 9:45
p.m.
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Show Time  2013

September 28-29 Mesquite,  TX Dallas Gem & Mineral Society
Rodeo Center Exhibiot Hall
1800 Rodeo Dr., I-635 at Military Pkwy.
bravo1bravo@sbcglobal.net
 www.DallasGemAndMineral.org

October 12-13 Temple, TX Tri-City Gem & Mineral Society
Mayborn Civic Center, 3303 N. 3rd
ddunn2199@yahoo.com
 www.tricitygemmineral.org

October 12-13 Fort Worth, TX Lockheed Martin RA Stone Steppers
LMRA Picnic Area, 3400 Bryant Irvin Rd.
steve.l.shearin@lmco.com

                            www.facebook.com/#!/groups/132202050142082/

October 18-20 Austin, TX Austin Gem & Mineral Society
Palmer Events Center, 900 Barton Springs Rd.
 www.austingemandmineral.org

Octoaber 18-20 Victoria, TX Victoria Gem & Mineral Society
Victoria Community Center Dome
2905 E. North St.
Bob Clark rfclark51@yahoo.com
www.victoriagemandmineral.com

October 19-20 Amarillo, TX Golden Spread Gem & Mineral Society
Amarillo Civic Center
400 S. Buchanan, Regency Room
 finfran@midplains.coop

November 8-10 Humble, TX Houston Gem & Mineral Society
Humble Civic Center, 8233 Will Clayton Pkwy.
5 miles east of Bush Intercontinental Airport
1 mile east of Hwy. 59
www.hgms.org; ladyt682@yahoo.com

December 6-8 El Paso, TX El Paso Mineral & Gem Society
El Maida Auditorium; 6331 Alabama
Jeannette Carrillo, (877) 533-7153
gemcenter@aol.com

Show Time 2014

March 8-9 Pasadena, TX Clear Lake Gem & Mineral Society'
Pasadena Convention Center
7902 Fairmont Pkwy

                         sara_chelette@sbcglobalnet.com;   www.clgms.org
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